groups. The knowledge gained from such meetings will certainly be reflected in better conditions at lower costs in your own club.

Early in your new association with the supt. find out if he has been operating on a budget. If not, you, the directors and the supt. should work up one.

Find Out About Costs

The club treasurer can supply you with information on previous years' costs. Many items are quite uniformly needed in normal years. Labor costs will vary from year to year due to minimum wage standards, labor union scales and local commercial competition for labor. Extra manual work will add to your labor budget but will pay off in improved looks and playability of your course.

When you do find time to play golf on your new job, you might do it partially as a roving reporter for your supt. You may miss a putt now and then trying to figure if a green needs aerification, verti-cutting or some other treatment. Remember, you're not an expert on green maintenance yet, so the technical decisions rest with your experienced supt. You may get a fair share of complaints and suggestions but you can give as well as take. You are an educator now. You can talk or shame your fellow members into always replacing divots, smoothing out prints in traps, and making sure that paper and other rubbish is placed in the containers at the tees rather than scattered around where that ever-expensive labor force must waste time picking up after them.

You Set the Example

Allow no one to put a golf bag down on a green, or drag a caddy cart across the corner of the green on the easy way to the next tee. Be tough about these things, but cooperative also. Do the right things yourself at all times. The Sunday golfers will begin to have more respect for your suggestions and your judgment along these lines and your course will show more and more improvement.

If possible, ask for and get men of your own choice to serve with you on the Green committee and make sure they are as improvement-minded as you are.

A last suggestion to make the work of your supt. more pleasant and efficient is to teach and insist that the members make all their suggestions or complaints about the course maintenance to you or the committee. No man can do a good job trying to please a multitude of bosses.

Illinois Greenmaster Says

Supt. Scores with the Eyes

We assume that we have given the golfer the best possible turf to play on and from there we must score in eye appeal. The supt. is the artist who must paint a picture in beautiful surroundings. This he can do in many ways, varying from the simple dressing up of an ugly spot or two to a complete long-range program of dressing up every hole on the course.

By dressing up we mean the planting of living, growing appeal to the eye. This ranges from ornamental flowers to ornamental and functional trees and shrubs.

The touch of the true artist makes the course beautiful appear as though it had been done by Mother Nature instead of by Father Supt.

Roy W. Nelson
Supt., Ravisloe CC, Homewood, Ill.

Kansas Turfgrass Officers


Midwest GCSA Officers

Midwest GCSA has elected Ray Gerber pres. for 1959. Norman Kramer and Al Johnson are vps. Secy-treas. is Don Gerber. Directors include: Bert Rost, Herman Woehrle, Marvin Gruening, Ed Stewart, Wes Updegraff and Ben Kronn.